Google Scholar Citations

Make a Google Citations profile.
You’ll need a Google account (if you have ever signed in to use Gmail, Google Drive, or YouTube, you already have one of these.)

> Fill out the next page with your information – (Remember it’s University of Technology Sydney, not UTS, “University of Technology, Sydney” Univ Tech Syd, or any other variation)

> Go to the next page and search for your articles. Click See all articles (in yellow below) to make sure they’re all yours.

> If any are missing, delete the author “your name” and copy/paste the titles of articles/conferences/books that are missing. This will allow you to add them to your profile.
After you’ve located your articles and have gone to the next screen, make sure that **Automatically update the list of articles in my profile**. (recommended) is selected. Then click **Go to my profile**.

Next, do the following:

- Your full name is in your profile
- University of Technology Sydney
- Verify your staff email
- Make sure your profile is public, not private
- If you have a website that relates to your research, you have made it available (green underline). This can be your staff profile on uts.edu.au

Once you know that all your publications are in Google Scholar, we’ll be exporting them to use for other profiles. To do this, tick the box next to title to select all your publications in Scholar.

To add your publications into your **ORCID** profile:

- **Export** and then from the dropdown menu **BibTeX**
- In ORCID, after you login click **Add works** and then **Import BibTeX**

To add publications in your **ResearcherID** profile:

- **Export** and then from the dropdown menu **RefMan**
- In ResearcherID, under **My Publications** click **Add** then **Upload RIS file**